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Rachel Myrick – Student Body Vice President
Shrija Ghosh – Student Body Treasurer
Nikita Shamdasani – Student Body Secretary
Chris Scanzoni – Chief of Staff
Jason Dunn – Senior Advisor
Zealan Hoover – Student Enrichment Fund Director & Cooper Administration VP
Student Advisory Committee to the Chancellor (SACC)

- Reform & Restructuring
  - Branding & visibility
  - Three Open Houses with Chancellor Thorp
  - Reactive body with tangible proposals

- Projects
  - Dance Minor
  - Interpersonal Violence Prevention Training
  - Downtown Chapel Hill Businesses
  - LGBTIQ Community
  - Student Legal Services
  - Undergraduate Research

Rachel Myrick – Student Body Vice President
Search the Database

In order to search the Scholarship / Grant database use the drop down menus on the left side of the page. Select all categories that apply to you. You do not have to select something for every box. The fewer categories you select, the more results you will receive.

Underneath the “Search Type” option, you have the two options of “Any” or “All”. Selecting “Any” will filter your search results so that scholarships meeting any of your criteria will show up. Selecting “All” will filter your search results so that only scholarships meeting all of your criteria will show up.

If you are unable to find something to suit your needs, please visit this page listing many other grant/scholarship websites.

Our database is still a work in progress. If you notice any problems please let us know through this form.

Tuition is going up every year. Have you filled out your FAFSA to determine your financial aid eligibility? Click here to get started!
Our search leads to: Stacia Byers Wells Fund & 2 other results.

**STACIA BYERS WELLS FUND**

Stacia Byers Wells Fund

**Description:**

Up to $1500 to implement plan

Grants from the Stacia Byers Wells Fund will be awarded competitively to undergraduate students (majors and minors) of the Department of Classics to support travel and research in the following areas: travel to participate in excavations or archaeological field projects; travel to professional meetings in the U.S.A. or abroad; and faculty-student collaborative research, including work as research assistants.

**Requirements:**

- To apply for a grant from the Stacia Byers Wells Fund, students should submit to the Director of Undergraduate Studies a letter of application with [1. your full name, 2. PID #, 3. major/minor with area, 4. year/rank, 5. departmental awards you have received and when (ex. Nims, Herington, and year, etc.)], and a detailed prospective budget (list of estimated expenses).

- In addition, three letters of recommendation should be sent by email to the DUS (at least two letters from professors within the Department of Classics).

- The application should include a description of the program or research plan, as well as a brief statement of one’s academic experiences and interests, and how the program or project relates to his or her educational or academic goals.

*Due January 1st*
Other Features

- Links to other scholarship databases
- Financial Aid Materials (FA Calculator, Financial Literacy)
- Funding Information for campus groups/organizations

Before completion:

- Publicity/Design
- Adding more scholarships to the database
- Adding additional criteria about each scholarship, i.e. monetary amount and information, i.e. deadlines
UNC Mobile App Overview and Progress Update

Soliciting feedback → Development → Marketing and sustainability

Nikita Shamdasani - Student Body Secretary
Soliciting Feedback about the Mobile App

Research based on other schools’ apps

Research based on tech experts

Feedback from other students and stakeholders

tinyurl.com/uncmobileapp
Mobile App Development

Taking applications for a Chief Programmer

Building development team, with advisory board

Evaluating feasibility of top features

Setting timeline for completion at end of the semester
Mobile App Marketing and Sustainability

Future Plans

Marketing plan for awareness

Current students

Prospective students and alumni

Student Government

Sustainability plan for app

Professional

University
What we have done so far:

- Created an outline of the Pilot Program to establish goals and explain the system
- Contacted DMA and training orgs around campus
- Established incentives for the program with the Carolina Union Management Team
- Developed a timeline for Spring semester goals
Where we are now:

- Seeking out groups to participate in pilot program
- Presenting outline of program to committed groups and beginning certification process
- Organizing the survey process for student organizations to assess the effects, benefits, and shortcomings of the program
What we hope to accomplish:

• Understand how student organizations react to and incorporate the trainings in their functions.

• Assess the necessity and future requirements of a training certification system.

• Positively impact the campus community by encouraging enrollment in trainings, especially by those who would not otherwise partake.
MOOCs for Classroom Redesign

Jason Dunn – Senior Advisor

Online Lectures

Educate the World

Improve the Classroom

Sources in notes.
The Student Enrichment Fund

• Founded in August 2011.
• Provides grant funding for undergraduates to pursue diverse interests beyond campus.
• Three guiding philosophies:
  1. Fund students whose proposals will uniquely accelerate and enrich their personal development.
  2. Ensure that applicants provide a compelling example of how the campus community will benefit from their experience.
  3. Be excited!

Zealan Hoover – Student Enrichment Fund Director, Former Student Body Vice President – Cooper Administration
The First Two Years

• 2011-2012:
  • 68 applicants
  • 19 grants
  • $200 average grant size
  • Student experiences in California, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, and Washington, D.C.

• 2012-2013 (so far…)
  • 47 applicants
  • 7 grants
  • $280 average grant size
  • Student experiences in California, Louisiana, New York, Ontario, and Pennsylvania.
Questions?